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Temporal sequence of a single trial
Data Set 
- 10 subjects (aged in 21-33)
- 10x52 trials, 2 conditions
- EEG (64) + EOG (2h+1v)
- Target Reaction Time (RT), 
Error Rate (ER), and Cue ER
Fixation
Subject
Cue Classification Target Report
Attention ?
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SEambi : 50% 
SEpred : kept constant (10 %)















Updating online the proportion of
ambiguous (β) and predictive (α) trials.
α × SEpred + β × SEambi = 20%

































- Behavioral data (Matlab)
- Adaptive procedure


















- Real-time classification of covert attention using occipital α-band power features.
- New BCIs enhancing visuospatial attention performance by adapting targets 
display at attended location or warning subjects at unattended location.
- Spatial errors reduced in the adaptive display protocol.
- Reaction speed and accuracy enhanced in both protocols.
This study presents Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) protocols for enhancing human performance in a 
visuospatial attention task with complex cues. We designed new BCIs for warning the subject and 
adapting visual targets based on EEG α-band (8-14Hz) power features to detect the focus of covert 
attention. Results show a reduction of spatial errors in cue identification, enhanced response speed and 
accuracy in reaction to visual target with BCI-based display protocols. This work could provide innovative 
solutions for adaptive human-computer interactions in risk critical command and control tasks.





Number of features 
and ambiguous trials
Subj. CSP Trials
1 34 60
2 33 79
3 33 82
4 27 152
5 7 173
6 7 67
7 8 110
8 4 188
9 6 62
10 7 82
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